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LETTER TO THE KITEWINGS EDITOR :Dear GDPR-conform-Frank, Daphne, Ernie, Sandra, Tony, Marc, Colin,
Maurice, Vernon, Margaret, Brian, Peter, Chris, John, Old Uncle Tom Cobbly & All !!
Returning recently from an organised (Motorhome) Group-Tour around Morocco (2 weeks to get to Tangier-Med, 4 weeks touring, 2 weeks return-leg
via Beautiful Portugal and 10.400 Kms on the clock) I found my copy of the
EKG Kitewings in the mailbox.
WOW!! Ta ever so, yet again.
Living fairly far away - on the Mainland Continent - 51°24'27.3"N 7°
06'21.0"E OR 51.407583, 7.105845 I am absolutely delighted and eternally
grateful to get regular news of kiting activities & going-ons in and around
Essex.

Therefore, considering myself to be "other peoples" with input, I would like
to let you know that - after a lengthy chat with my eldest son Patrick (who
obviously still has lots of "old" kite building material relegated to the backshelves) - he agreed to let me relieve him of some more bits and pieces
which would have otherwise been hidden for All Eternity!!
Unfortunately, my GDPR-conform wife Claudia & I are not planning any
Motorhome-tours to England this year. We ARE booked for a walking-tour
of the Hot-Spots of Scotland next week - but are flying in & out with a group
of Müsli-breakfasts-and-half-portion-meals-"Graveyard-Blond"-Oldies.
We are planning to do a MoHo-tour of Wales & Ireland sometime next year
("If the Good Lord's willing - and the creeks don't rise." as a well-known
Blue Grass song goes.) and could then pack most of the GFK spars & rods
and tube-tail rolls, etc. in our MoHo boot (we call it "The Garage") and deliver them to someone underway.
On the other hand, if any of YOU are planning to cross the dangerous waters of the English Channel and the even-more-dangerous right-hand-lane
driving on the Continental roads before then, (and actually make it in one
piece to our front door) - we could arrange a transfer (of approx. a car boot
full) including time in the mid-day-snooze double bed in my Study!!
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On the other hand, if anyone knows of someone visiting HERE before
then, with enough room in their vehicle (but NOT PM "Maggie" May!) we
could arrange for a handover, if WE are "On Tour" then.
(We are planning for a longish tour of Denmark, Sweden, Finland, Baltic
States and Poland, sometime after our Wales/Ireland sojourn.)
I forgot to mention that we always take a BIG bag full of kites in our MoHo-garage on tours. I have two "ready for flight" formations/stacks of 3
& 5 ACE with spinnaker-nylon sails, 15 Mtr tubular tails and Spectra flying lines which are always crowd-pullers - even if one thinks there is nobody in sight (as recently in the South-Morocco desert - or any of the
looong empty beaches on the western coast of Portugal!).
I also still have a large "Jacobs Kaffee" box-kite, printed on Tyvek,
several left-overs out of our steerable-kite production and a couple of
Hawk-like kite prototypes from our previous bird-scaring program.
At the moment they are all here in the house, awaiting several small
repairs.
If anyone would like to make the effort and visit us - perhaps on the way
through to other Continental destinations - we live in the last house on
the left, at the bottom of the hill - halfway along our valley (see above
GPS!). Our nearest neighbours are a fox family, several noisy owls
and a family of deers, which likes to eat Claudia's flowers if I forget to
strew deer-replant pellets across their approach paths.. Our address
can be supplied by email..
In case you don't get enough articles for the Kitewings, why not reduce
the frequency?? I used to produce my own twice yearly Cataloguecum-Magazine called "Drachen-Journal" and am well aware of the work
and effort which goes into bringing out regular issues.
GDPR-conform Furrin' Kiter Tony C.
25.05.2018
(What a game.... This week we had over 100 emails from Companies
requesting that we give them permission to continue sending us
SPAM!!)
PS : Please convert to your own text style and size, if needed..
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Tit Bits from the National press
As readers, by now will know, I often find “page fillers” in the newspaper with
the largest circulation. Well here are a couple more.
I am not sure whether the old saying –“Don’t do as I do, do as I say” is a nationwide expression or just Suffolk where I was often told this by my grandparents as a youngster. It seems that a council in Oxford is imposing a zeroemissions zone BUT does not own a single electric vehicle.
Another couple of sentences entitled HELI’S ANGELS really has to be a
touch of Déjà vu insomuch that a motorcycle rider on a charity bike ride
was involved in a road accident and was airlifted to hospital by the very
air ambulance that he was raising money for. (You couldn’t make it up,
could you)?
And an update on Alexa - that annoying bit of electronics that listens to everything that goes on in your house. Has anyone ever had cause to dial 111 for outof-hours medical problems? OK, if you haven’t then I can tell you from experience that the service is excellent. However, the NHS has now teamed up with
Amazon in an attempt to create a virtual doctor. Users will tell their device
(that’s the Amazon Echo) their symptoms and get a possible diagnosis and advice. Yes, it is true that we now have robots doing certain surgery procedures but
they are overlooked by REAL surgeons. Maybe I’m getting too old but I really
would not like to be diagnosed by a load of electronics.
Vernon ... Membership Secretary

Membership update – Autumn ‘18
Well, I guess it’s been a funny old year so far. We have had storm and tempest in
the spring, Sahara desert temperatures during the summer and of course we must
not forget the World cup (although I am sure some would prefer to do so). Has
this affected recruitment? I’m not sure but what I am sure of is that we have only recruited 2 new members and so, on behalf of EKG, may I officially welcome
Juan Fuldain and Francis DE Coverley. Now, it transpires that Juan, a Spanish
gent is keen on kite aerial photography and is also a drone pilot who has a Spanish license which sadly is not legal in this country. Nevertheless, a very useful
member to have among our ranks.
As to our second new member – some of our older members (not in human years
but in EKG membership years), the name Dec overly should be familiar to you.
Yes, Francis is the son of our now departed dear friends Carol and Eva
In conclusion, for now anyway, I have to say that although I had some response
to my renewal reminders that went out with the spring edition, there are still
quite a few members who have yet to renew. I will be sending out final reminders to them with their autumn magazine. If after that they still fail to renew, then
under the terms of the new European (that’s common market to you and me) data
protection rules, I will have to wipe them from my database. This will cause me
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extra time and hassle because if they decide to renew at a later date, then all the information will have to be put back again.
So, it just remains for me to say that although there are 62 members on my database,
only 47 are currently paid up. So, please folks, you know who you are, please renew
soon. If you are not sure about you current membership, then please contact me via
the membership link on the EKG website.
Vernon Read (Membership Secretary)

The Essex Kite Groups WhatsApp Group.
WhatsApp is a messaging platform available on Android, IOS, Windows phones
and PC/Mac where users can share messages, photos, video or make voice calls.
Club members are reminded that the Essex Kite Group has a WhatsApp group
where club members can advertise their intent to attend a club meeting... or not. It's
also very useful to rally up flyers for an impromptu fly at a designated place on nonclub meeting days. Club members are urged to make use of this facility as information is quickly spread to all included group members.
To get access to the group you'll need a smartphone with WhatsApp installed and
contact the WebMaster (Mark) with your name and mobile number who will grant
you access to the group.
Please note that the sole intention of the WhatsApp group is chat about club meetings.
Mark.
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INVADER KITE
I hope some of you are still making your own kites. I have, in my 40 years
plus of doing so, always picked out from my books those shapes of kites
which are decidedly different from the general run, starting with the Parachute Sled from the Penguin Book of Kites, which is a favorite fly of mine
still going strong.
The Invader Kite I have just made and tested is taken from a Japanese
book I have, called Kite Trains Making. The plan is for a small kite of plastic sheet and sellotape to be multiplied and flown in train, but I have doubled all the measurements to make a reasonably sized single-line flyer,
and constructed it from some tyvek I have, with spars of garden bamboo.
It has flown successfully, even though I did make a mistake in the measuring and made the fringed trailing edge a little smaller than the plan. As
you see from the book, the original starts with a sheet of plastic 283 mm.
square which has sections cut from the top corners and taped to the lower
corners to make the fringe (pictures A, B, C). I in fact cut the whole kite
shape from a single piece, rather than fiddle with taping sections together.
The cross spar requires a dihedral of 25 degrees (E). I had a plastic joint
of appropriate size and drilled a hole through it to take the vertical spine: a
very slender bamboo from which I filed off the knobbly bits. This was
slightly bent, as many canes are, but I chose it because it had the appropriate 5 degree bend (D). The book has the spine made of two pieces
lashed together. I cannot see the point of that and used one long cane.
I ran a string up either side of the 'head' part of the kite, although I am not
sure that the design demanded it.
The fringes are cut 20 mm. wide in the model and the tail is given as 2
pieces 2 cm. wide and 60 cm long, but I just used a pre-existing tail which
seemed an appropriate size.
The eyes are of 17 mm radius centered 25 mm from both spine and
spreader. I hope shortly to construct blinking eyes to go in to the 'eye
sockets', now the kite has passed its test flight.
The bridle has a forward leg of 18 cm and rear leg of 30 cm.
The kite being of tyvek, it gives the opportunity of further painted decoration if I am so minded. I imagine it would build equally well in other materials, if you are so minded to try it.

Whether you make a small plastic version, single or in train, or double it
up as I did, have fun!
Bill Longley
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Dieppe Festival 2018
Once again I joined the Kent kite flyers on their trip to the Dieppe festival from
Wednesday to Monday for the closing weekend
We travelled by car via the Dover Calais ferry arriving in Dieppe around 1800 hrs.
Later than last time as parking was an issue then however this time we parked where
we wanted to be next to the hotel and
looking on to the multiline display arena giving easy access to the beach.
Thursday and the wind was up and
down so instead of flying Sandra and I
had a walk around the festival explored
some of the town and returned after
lunch. However, decided to watch the
multiline displays from the grandstand
although the wind was now good for
flying we decided not to bother and
soak up the atmosphere of the festival
with some socializing Friday, a little
overcast but committed to a flying day and took over a free anchor provided on the
beach. With an off-shore wind, the lifter was launched and the Fuerteventura sharks
were run up the line immediately attracting attention from the public and the official
festival photographer. Unfortunately, after a while we had a wind shift which meant I
was flying over the display arena, not a good idea so had to move the anchor. It was
not possible to move the existing anchor so 1\2 filled one of my own bags with
stones & reposition the display. Later we could see from the cloud formation a front
was coming in and the wind became very lumpy and much stronger. On checking the
anchor found it to be moving so an attempt was
made to fill the anchor with more stones but the
wind was too strong for the lifter which became unstable and with the help of Peter H and Pierre a local Frenchman we managed to get the display safely down and evacuated to the nearby cafe for coffee. After 1\2 hour the front had passed and the
wind was more stable but still fresh so decided to
use my cim 4 mtr lifter with tail which flew perfect.
My latest project the polar bears had not flown in a
good wind so I decided to try them, some bridle adjustment were necessary but they displayed well
and again attracted attention from the photographers but at 1700 hrs they had to come down much
to the disappoint of some but I promised to fly
them the following day. Having packed my gear
away ready to leave the beach Peter H came over
and said I can't get my kites down! Some Dick had put up an arch across the beach
which meant we could not pull the display down with the usual pulley and strop but
had pull them straight down 10 mtr at a time. Which we achieved by pulling together
then I tied off while Peter held steady then repeated to process over and over until
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we were able to reach and collapse the lifter.
On returning the following day I was surprised the spectators from the previous
evening were waiting for me. The
wind was very light and I had to use
the 12 mts lifter but eventually the
bears filled and I managed to display
all 3. Daddy Mummy and baby bear
as I was informed by a little French
girl admiring at the display. Lunch
time the wind was perfect and all was
flying well but the Kent flyers have a
picnic on the Saturday afternoon after
visiting the market for excellent cold
meats, cheeses, salads and breads, so
had to take the display down and forsake the beach for an excellent picnic on the hotel patio in fantastic company.
Saturday evening is the night fly, abandoned last time due to heavy rains but this year
excellent conditions and a fantastic display. Theatre type lighting rigs supplying the
animated illumination with reflective multi-liners doing their displays in the foreground a fabulous display and probably edging the display at Berks in my opinion.
Sunday, the last day and fighter kite world championship day. I was on the beach by
09.30 and decided to give the crows a fly. They displayed well but the wind was not
strong enough to support the full set but 7 gave a good display. At the same time was
the preliminary rounds of the fighter kites and we were in the perfect position on the
beach to see all the action. I was particularly pleased as I had never witnessed the full
competition last time I only caught
the last leg of the final which was
over in 4 seconds never seeing the
kites.
Around lunch time the wind died and
the crows fell out of the sky quicker
that I could recover the line and we
had a bit of a bird's nest to untangle
but with a little patience all was recovered and packed away for next
time.
Again, we had a picnic to use up
what was left from the previous day
and afterwards we were in a perfect position to view the semifinal and final of the
fighter kite world championship starting at 1700 hrs.
The Brazilian team was again staying in our hotel and remembered us as they rescued my bird's 2 yrs. ago. The reigning world champion had qualified 4th earlier in
the day and we were supporting him. He was up for the first semi and after a long
cagey fight he was through to the final. The 2nd semi again featured a Brazilian and
after another long and cagey fight he also made it through so it would be a Brazilian
world champion again but which one! Our man took the first leg and after a tense 2nd
leg with the referee calling time and a restart, our man lost, so one leg each and on to
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the decider. Sods law, the wind disappeared they delayed for a while but they
eventually had to get on with it but our man lost, disappointing but with the conditions it was like a coin toss.
The festival now over and our last night before making tracks back to Calais and
home. However, Sandra wanted to call in at city De Europe to check out Carrefour where I stocked up with a few cases of wine.
A delightful 5 days and thankyou to KKF for your wonderful company and for
inviting Sandra & I to join them.
Ernie Williamson.

Berck sur mer 19th April - 23rd April
Having wanted to try Berck for a number of years, this year we finally made it
thanks to Guy Reynolds an established international Kite flyer who was on his
own this year and suggested we came along with him and he would show me the
ropes. With this in mind we decided to take the caravan and experience our first
trip aboard with the van knowing I had the back up of Guy who has travelled extensively all over Europe and afar.
The trip was trouble free and an easy run down to Berck following the sat. nav.
until we entered the outskirts of the town and encountered a road closure and diversion which was a bit tight with the caravan in places but the sat. nav court up
and was soon back on our planned route avoiding the town center to the official
kite flyers motor home and caravan park. A very large town car park 50% barriered off to the kite flyers and equipped with facilities.
There I met my first obstacle the motor mover in the van stopped working on one
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side meaning I couldn't maneuver the van into the desired space but the international Kite flying fraternity rallied and the van was spun round and pushed into its
parking position and hooked up to the electrics within the blink of an eye.
In the mean time Guy had toddled off to the registration facility returning very
happy as he had been allocated a cabin in the arena meaning he had somewhere to
leave his gear and by definition so had I which was a godsend as our allocated arena was the last one along the beach a good mile from the campsite.
Guy had also arranged for one of the tractors to collect and tow his kite trailer with
his and some of my kites on board to his cabin which left only me to walk to the
registration facility to collect my registration details and for Guy to give us a brief
tour of the town as we returned to camp.
Saturday after breakfast and the long walk humping the remainder of the gear the
full length of the promenade passing five arenas allocated for all forms of kiting,
the wind garden and ground display area's. This was definitely the largest kite festival we have attended to date and all along the promenade were retail & promotional marques plus the obligatory Ferris wheel and carousel
Security was also evident in these dangerous times with the French army and police on constant patrol all heavily armed but all very friendly taking the trouble to
wish you a bonsure messiur
Arriving at our designated arena opposite the Ferris wheel we wondered who
would be the first to tangle in its structure but for the time being the wind was off
shore and not a problem.
The wind however was not the best and the lifters struggled with the wind off the
land and the buildings caused some disturbance. But I was able to get the koi to
display which attracted an interest from other international flyers in the arena. We
shared this arena with the Alfarsi Kuwait kite team with Andrew Beattie from the
UK with seven other flyers from Kuwait, New Zealand and USA. Two German
teams along with Peter Lyn made it a very congested arena and with variable
winds made for a busy day having to constantly tend the kites with the inevitable
comings together. However the relationship between the flyers was good and all
came to the rescue no matter who's kites were in trouble.
Throughout the week the weather was excellent for holidaymakers with lots of
warm sunshine but unfortunately for the kite flyers the winds were light to variable
most days. On the Thursday we experienced a phenomena of ground wind up to 80
ft ish blowing 180 deg. from the higher wind causing havoc. One team launching a
giant cuttlefish with a giant Ray acting as lifter flying in the opposite direction.
Mayhem wasn't far away with huge inflatables scattered all over the arena. The
beach is extensive at low tide and most mornings land yachts raced over the sands
until the tide came up. By Wednesday the tide at midday reached the edge of our
arena and on the Thursday gobbled up 20 mts of our arena not a problem as the
lifters were up with off shore wind over the sea and steady but suddenly a thermal
was experienced the lifters became unstable and mine crashed into the sea. Keen
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not to lose it I and Sandra managed to pull it closer into the surf but it became
tangled round one of the arena posts an the water depth was increasing as the tide
had not reached its highest it was now at chest night and thought I would have to
wait for the tide to recede but a young lady appeared in surfing costume and offered help which I gratefully accepted. She swam to the kite but was unable to untangle it so wrestled with the post and snapped it off releasing the kite and together we gathered the kite in and layed it out on the beach to dry. Unfortunately in
the panic to retrieve the kite I forgot I had my phone in my trouser leg pocket I
got my Kite back but the phone was a goner.
Returning to Guys cabin for another lifter I discovered I had been in good company with Guy also crashing in the sea along with half of the Alfarsi team and Peter
Lynn had been in the Ferris wheel. A busy period and surprised no one had captured it and posted on U tube. However the day was not over and some good flying was still to be had.
One of the highlights of the week was to witness the first successful flight of
Hope the new largest kite in the world and tethered by a huge earth mover tractor.
It was truly impressive after a long preparation and most of the kites in the arena
grounded to see the giant pillow shaped kite half the size of a football pitch slowly inflated and rose with a few stutters and a bounce the pressures slowly stabilized and up she went reaching into the sky so gracefully. Over the next few days
other successful flights of Hope was witnessed.
We were joined for a couple of days by our most senior EKG member Collin Kill
accompanied by his son. I think Collin was quite impressed with the enormity of
this festival. The whole experience of the festival was amazing and definitely the
best festival Sandra & I had attended.
The Saturday night fly and fireworks was amazing, Illuminated kites are not necessary as the illumination is provided by theatre type spot lighting and laser
lights . The whole experience of the festival with remain with us for a long time
and was well worth going and big thank you to Guy Reynolds.

Information for our newer members OR existing members who may not
know.
We still have EKG blazer badges in stock, see illustration to the left. They are
8 cm. in diameter and look good, not only on a blazer but on a body warmer,
baseball cap or anything that you wear that will accept a sewing needle.
And the price — well you have to ask don’t you? £3.50
Go on, treat yourself, or get someone to treat you and show that you are
proud to be a member of EKG.
Please contact Vernon (mem. Secy) by the usual means .
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Dunstable 2018—28th & 29th July
OK, I imagine that most of our membership, having
read my Dunstable Kite Festival reports in the past will
be thinking to themselves—Same old, same old
again—But please read on because the next few paragraphs on this event are different to my past reports.
So, that said, I have to say that I found this year rather disappointing probably due to the weather. Obviously, we kite fliers are always looking at
weather forecasts, well you have to do something with your smart ‘phone
when you are not walking up the High Street making ‘phone calls. Most of
June and the July saw us baking under cloudless skies and searing
temperatures UNTIL the weathermen started talking about thunderstorms.
Sure enough on Friday 27th July, heavy rain and thunderstorms crept into
our part of Eastern England but these storms were short lived with a possibility of their return over the weekend. On the Saturday then, we went
from bright blue cloudless skies to pure white cotton wool type clouds to
grey overcast, then black overcast followed by 5 minutes of heavy rain and
then returning to bright blue skies. I wonder if anyone remembers the chilPicture 1: At 12.10 pm, the
inflatable fish and shark under an almost clear blue sky.
Picture 2: At 1.15 pm.
Showing how, in 1 hour and
5 minutes, the grey clouds
have rolled in putting an entirely different
perspective on the scene.

dren’s nursery rhyme “Incy Wincy Spider”?
I say disappointing, probably due to the lack of visiting exhibits i.e. what
happened to the drone company? Where were the Chinese Dragon Kites or
the Vietnamese Singing Kites? As I walked around, I saw no evidence of
Belgian or German vehicle registrations. However what we did have were
two enormous fish and an equally enormous whale all strung out on a line
with no lifter to keep them aloft. Actually the ringmaster kept referring to it
as a whale until someone pointed out that a whale has a horizontal tail fin
and a shark has a vertical tail fin and so for the rest of the day, reference
was made to the shark, not the whale.
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It has been some while now since I graduated to two lines. I, like many other
kite flyers, hurried to the toy shops when the Peter Powell kite first came out
and obviously, like many others, I had many crashes before mastering the art
of the left hand knowing what the right hand was doing. Then, a couple of
years later, I had the pleasure of flying a prototype Flexifoil one Saturday
afternoon in a Cambridge park. This was two line kiting with a difference because, unlike the Peter Powell two liner, this was a POWER kite and once
launched, I was having to lean back at an almost “falling over” angle and use
every fiber in my arm muscles. That said, I now return you to Dunstable.
In the flying area next was Team Spectrum. Now, having mentioned that the
sky was ever changing, so it was with the wind. This being the case then,
Carl decided to test the wind
conditions with two kites and having decided that the wind wasn’t too strong, he went for the full display with three
kites … Oh My Word! While most people were looking skyward I happened to
notice the antics and body gyrations of Carl who was desperately trying to
keep himself on the ground.
For a couple of minutes, Carl was sitting on the ground, knees bent and
heels trying to get a grip on the damp grass. Now, it is said that as we get
older, we often reminisce on days gone by and it was at this time that I was
taken back many years to the time when, for two years, I served Her Majesty in a khaki uniform. Sometime during those two years, an inter regimental
sports day was organised and because of my build, I was chosen to be the
anchor man in our tug-O-war team. As we started to take the strain, I also
found myself leaning back, knees bent with heels dug well into the grass.
Can’t remember who won, probably because our side lost.

Two kites on a low horizontal pass.
With the kites directly in front of Carl,
the pull must have been tremendous.
Note once again the grey overcast.

See how, in about half an hour, the skies
have again cleared to almost cloudless.
Three kites with tails performing a delightful aerial ballet.
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Anyway, back to Carl. The picture on the left at 2.30 pm shows him testing
the wind with a low pass and a little later, the picture now shows 3 kites
with tails being steered out of the envelope to perhaps reduce the strain on
kites, lines and kite flier.
If I remember, the final act in the show ring was the second appearance of
The Flying Squad with their Revolution routine. I have always been fascinated by these kites because as you all know I am sure, these are the only
kites that apart from normal flight, can fly upside down and even hover.
The Flying Squad made a maximum effort, considering the wind conditions,
to show these kites to their full potential, first with a four person team
then with eight and finally twelve. I am only glad that I didn’t have to sort
the lines out (12 persons times four lines per person equals forty eight
lines). WOW?

First, there were four,
with tails.

Then, there were
eight, without tails

As we were leaving, a glider from the London Gliding
Club was seen being released from a winch tow.
Not really the weather for
gliding.

And so, having “touched
base” with Skybums, it
was time to say our goodbye to a rather disappointing Dunstable 2018.
Vernon
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Just a few words from your Editor

First of all, sorry that I have not been
around much lately and only early in
the year, I had gear box trouble and
was off the road for a while, then my
wife tried to poison me…. and I ended
up in hospital with food poisoning.
Glad to say made a full recovery, and
now I’m starting to get back to
normality.
So hope to see you around the fields
soon.
I have managed to pick up a couple of
new toys though!
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